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Abstract
In 2014 and 2015, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), conducted frequency-domain
electromagnetic (FDEM) surveys at the USGS Amargosa Desert Research Site (ADRS), approximately
17 kilometers (km) south of Beatty, Nevada. The FDEM surveys were conducted within and adjacent to
a closed low-level radioactive waste disposal site located at the ADRS. FDEM surveys were conducted
on a grid of north-south and east-west profiles to assess the locations and boundaries of historically
recorded waste-disposal trenches. In 2015, the USGS conducted time-domain (TDEM) soundings along
a profile adjacent to the disposal site (landfill) in cooperation with the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA), to assess the thickness and characteristics of the underlying deep unsaturated zone,
and the hydrostratigraphy of the underlying saturated zone.
FDEM survey results indicate the general location and extent of the waste-disposal trenches and
reveal potential differences in material properties and the type and concentration of waste in several
areas of the landfill. The TDEM surveys provide information on the underlying hydrostratigraphy and
characteristics of the unsaturated zone that inform the site conceptual model and support an improved
understanding of the hydrostratigraphic framework. Additional work is needed to interpret the TDEM
results in the context of the local and regional structural geology.

Introduction
Electromagnetic (EM) methods including frequency-domain electromagnetic (FDEM)
conductivity surveys permit rapid, non-invasive mapping of the electrical conductivity of shallow earth
materials, with particular sensitivity to electrically conductive soils, fluids, metals, and materials with
high magnetic susceptibility (e.g. Brosten et al., 2011). FDEM methods are commonly used to map the
location and extent of buried waste and to delineate groundwater leachate plumes emanating from
landfills and other waste management facilities (e.g., Kachanoski et al., 1988; Sheets and Hendrickx,
1995; Reedy and Scanlon, 2003; Hezarjaribi and Sourell, 2007). Time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM)
systems are useful for mapping deep subsurface electrical conductivity structure and lateral changes in
hydrostratigraphy (e.g., Fitterman and Stewart, 1986). Used together, FDEM and TDEM surveys around
waste management facilities provide complementary multi-scale information on the distribution of
subsurface electrical conductivity that can reveal the distribution of buried waste and delineate
hydrostratigraphic controls important for understanding contaminant fate and transport.
Research at the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Toxic Substances Hydrology Program
Amargosa Desert Research Site (ADRS) focuses on the fate and transport of contaminants in arid
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environments. In support of this research, FDEM surveys were conducted to delineate the general
location and extent of buried waste-trenches and map near-surface hydrogeologic structure within a
closed low-level radioactive waste (LLRW) disposal site. TDEM methods were used to map the largerscale hydrostratigraphy underlying the site.

Purpose and Scope
The purpose of this paper is to document mapping of subsurface electrical conductivity
distributions at selected areas of the ADRS and adjacent LLRW facility. Although the location of the
waste disposal trenches is generally known, historical construction activities may have displaced the
trench boundary monuments. EM methods provide a non-invasive means of delineating trench
boundaries to assess locations and geometry. Acquisition, processing, and interpretation of FDEM and
TDEM surveys are described. FDEM and TDEM survey results are compared to available borehole data
and waste-trench construction plans to inform the site conceptual model with an infrastructure map, and
support an improved understanding of the hydrostratigraphic framework.

Site Description
ADRS is a field laboratory approximately 20 km east of Death Valley, California, 17 km south
of Beatty, Nevada, and 170 km northwest of Las Vegas, Nevada (Figure 1). ADRS is located within a
northwest-trending valley formed by normal faulting along the front of nearby mountain ranges. The site
is underlain by a 175-meter (m)-thick unit of unconsolidated alluvial-fan, fluvial, and marsh deposits
consisting of several sand and gravel sequences (Andraski, 1996). Depth to the water table is 85 to 115
m below land surface (BLS) (Fischer, 1992). ADRS serves as a field laboratory for the study of aridland processes and associated hydrologic conditions within and adjacent to a LLRW site, including
study of the fate and transport of contaminants through the unsaturated zone on a 160,000-km2 area
adjacent to a hazardous waste-burial facility. Since 1962, approximately 119,000 m3 of LLRW has been
buried in shallow trenches at the facility (Andraski, 1996). The trenches range from 1- to about 90-m
wide, 90- to 250-m long, and 2- to 15-m deep (Mayers, 2003). Waste buried in the trenches was stacked
in layers to a height of approximately 3 m and covered with about 0.5 m of native alluvium previously
removed from the trenches (Andraski, 1996).

Methods
Electrical conductivity of earth materials is affected by various factors including mineralogy,
porosity, water saturation, fluid salinity, temperature, and cementation. FDEM instruments measure
subsurface apparent electrical conductivity utilizing time-varying EM fields (in the kilohertz range) to
induce subsurface eddy currents (Ward and Hohmann, 1988). This non-invasive approach enables the
rapid mapping of conductive subsurface structures and has been widely used in groundwater studies
(Johnson et al., 2002; Ong et al., 2010). FDEM instruments, simultaneously transmit and receive signals
at one or more frequencies in a ‘continuous’ transmission mode. The FDEM instrument used at ADRS
has a depth of investigation (DOI) in the range of 10 m. In contrast to FDEM methods, TDEM systems
utilize an ‘on-off’ transmission mode whereby a transient current passed through a large transmitting
coil is used to induce subsurface eddy currents. The decay-rate of secondary magnetic fields induced by
the eddy currents penetrating into the subsurface is measured by a small receiver coil and inverted to
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ddetermine su
ubsurface ellectrical con
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ADRS has a DOI of
hhundreds of meters.
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Figure 1. Locations
L
off the (left) Amargosa Desert Ressearch Site (ADRS) annd (right) llow-level
rradioactive and
a chemical waste disposal areass (grey-zonee) and FDE
EM and TD
DEM surveyys. (After
hhttp://nevadaa.usgs.gov/w
water/adrs/sitte.htm).

Data
a Collectioon
The FDEM surv
veys were acquired
a
usiing a Geophhex GEM-22 multi-frequuency instruument to
ddelineate thee general loccation and ex
xtent of wasste trenches w
within the hhazardous LL
LRW facilityy (Figure
22A). An ABEM WalkTE
EM system was
w used to collect TDE
EM surveys outside the western bouundary of
tthe LLRW at the ADRS facility to collect informationn about thee electrical conductivityy of the
uunsaturated zone and th
he hydrostratigraphy beneath the site. Locatiions of the FDEM andd TDEM
m
measuremen
nt profiles aree shown in Figure
F
1.
F
FDEM Data
a Collection
FDEM
M data werre acquired by hand-carrrying the innstrument inn the verticcal-dipole orrientation
aapproximately 1 m abov
ve the land surface. FDE
EM profiles w
were collectted in a gridd pattern alonng northssouth and west-east
w
transects oveer approxim
mately 60,0000 m2 of tthe LLRW trench areaa. Seven
llogarithmicaally spaced frrequencies ranging from
m 1.5 to 93 kH
Hz were useed to ensure an adequatee depth of
n (~10 m) an
nd near-surfaace resolutio
on. Prior to ddata collectiion, the instrrument was powered
investigation
oon and set to transmit for approximately 5 minutes
m
to aallow the ccoils and innternal electrronics to
eequilibrate to
o the operating temperaature. After system
s
warm
m-up, a baseeline referennce, or ‘driftt’ station,
w
was occupied
d for 5 minu
utes with thee instrument actively trannsmitting annd receiving. Occupyingg the drift
rreference staation before and after eaach survey permitted rem
moval of FD
DEM instrum
ment drift duuring data
pprocessing.
T
TDEM Data
a Collection
A TD
DEM profile consisting of
o seven TD
DEM soundinngs was acquuired along an east-westt transect
w
west of the ADRS
A
LLR
RW landfill (Figure
(
1). The
T transmittter (Tx) looop was a sinngle-turn squuare with
sside length of
o 40 m. A dual-moment
d
t measuremeent configurration was ussed for eachh sounding cconsisting
oof a low-mo
oment ~1 Am
mpere (A) Tx
T current to
t obtain a hhigh-resolutiion early-tim
me earth ressponse to
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image the sh
hallow subsurface, and a high-mom
ment (~7.5 A
A) Tx curreent to obtainn the late-time earth
rresponse for deeper subssurface imag
ging. Two receiver
r
loopps centered w
within the trransmitter-looop were
uused to recorrd signals fro
om the low- and high-mo
oment transm
missions.

Data
a Processin
ng and Intterpretatioon
F
FDEM Data
a Processing
g and Interpretation
FDEM
M data werre pre-proceessed to rem
move instrum
ment drift aand filtered to remove transient
sspikes and other high--frequency noise.
n
Afterr filtering, the data w
were invertedd to develoop earthcconductivity models ben
neath each FDEM
F
measurement loocation usingg EM1DFM
M, a one-dim
mensional
((1D), non-lin
near least-sq
quares, frequ
uency-domaiin inversion code (Farquuharson et aal., 2003). M
Maximum
ddepth of inveestigation fro
om FDEM surveys is esttimated to bee 10 m.
A thrree-dimensio
onal (3D) ren
ndering of th
he inverted F
FDEM modeels is shownn in Figure 22B. In the
ffigure, the north-south
n
orientation
o
and
a the basee of the trennches at apprroximately 5 to 6 m beelow land
ssurface can be seen. Resistivity
R
changes wiithin and bbetween wasste trenchess are interppreted as
ddifferences in
i the type and
a concentrration of burried waste aand could alsso indicate ddifferences iin wasteccell moisturee content.
A
A.

B.

F
Figure 2. (A
A) Conceptuaal waste-tren
nch constructtion drawingg plan showiing drum andd backfill waaste
pplacement (aafter http://neevada.usgs.g
gov/water/ad
drs/site.htm).. (B) A 3D F
FDEM modeel from inverrsion of
ddata collected over the lo
ow level radiioactive wasste disposal ttrenches.
T
TDEM Data
a Processing
g and Interprretation
The TDEM
T
data at each soun
nding locatio
on were staccked to reduuce transientss and high-fr
frequency
nnoise (averag
ge of 3 to 5 decay-curvees per soundiing); data froom late-timee responses w
were removed where
ssignificant diifferences beetween neigh
hboring timee-windows w
were observeed. The filterred TDEM ddata were
inverted usin
ng ViewTEM
M version 2.0.2. The deepth of invesstigation (DO
OI) calculatted from thee inverted
m
models using
g the metho
od of Christtiansen and Auken (20112) is greateer than 225 m at each sounding
llocation.
gure 3A, ressults from 20
0-layer fixed
d-thickness ‘ smooth moddel’ inversioons are show
wn plotted
In Fig
in cross secttion. A litho
ologic interp
pretation of the TDEM models is sshown in Figgure 3B. Thhe lowerrresistivity lay
yer at aboutt 50 to 75 m below land
d surface is interpreted as the transiition from ccoarse- to
ffine- grained
d materials. The
T higher-rresistivity zo
one between about 75 to 125 m is intterpreted as a deposit
oof partially saturated
s
coarse-grained
d material. Decreases
D
inn resistivity below 125 m are attribuuted to a
ttransition to fine-grained
d materials, underlain by
b saturated fine-grainedd materials aat about 1500 m. The
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T
TDEM modeel interpretaations are co
onsistent witth the findinngs of Nichools (1987) w
who identifieed a fineccoarse-fine sequence
s
con
nsisting of upper
u
and low
wer clay-ricch units bounnding partiaally saturatedd, coarseggrained mateerials from approximate
a
ely 50 to 15
50 m below land surfacce. Appendixx 1 in Tayloor (2010)
pprovides lith
hologic descrriptions from
m deep wellss in the vicinnity of the A
ADRS that ssupport interrpretation
oof sedimentss below 175 m as saturatted fine-grain
ned materialls. Additionaal work is neeeded to inteerpret the
T
TDEM results in the con
ntext of the lo
ocal and regional structuural geologyy.
A.

B.

F
Figure 3. (A
A) Resistivity
y-depth profi
file assembleed from seve n TDEM souundings alonng an east-w
west
ttransect adjacent to the lo
ow-level rad
dioactive waste disposal area at the A
Amargosa D
Desert Researrch Site
nnear Beatty, Nevada. (B)) Lithologic interpretatio
on of TDEM
M inversion reesults and a median deptth to
ggroundwaterr from Fischeer (1992).

Co
onclusions
Integ
grated use off FDEM and TDEM surv
veys conduccted within aand adjacent to a LLRW
W disposal
ssite at ADRS
S provided useful
u
inform
mation abou
ut the electriical propertiies of the suubsurface at different
sscales of inv
vestigation. The
T FDEM surveys werre able to deelineate the lateral bounndaries and ddepths of
tthe buried waste-dispos
w
sal trenches and to pro
ovide inform
mation regarrding the diistribution oof buried
m
metallic wasste. These reesults provide informattion useful ffor current aand long-terrm managem
ment and
m
monitoring of
o the LLRW
W site. Thiis baseline information
i
on subsurfface electrical properties can be
ccompared to
o the results of future FDEM survey
ys to assesss potential eeffects of reccharge evennts on the
bburied wastee deposits an
nd the impaccts of future constructionn or landfilll cap mainteenance activiities. The
T
TDEM profi
file clearly identifies
i
thee underlying
g hydrostrattigraphy inccluding two clay layerss that (1)
bbound a layeer of unsaturated coarsee-grained maaterials apprroximately 775 to 125 m below landd surface,
aand (2) oveerlie saturateed materialss below 150
0 m. The T
TDEM resuults provide informationn on the
uunderlying hydrostratigr
h
raphy and ch
haracteristicss of the unsaaturated zonne that inform
m the site coonceptual
m
model and im
mprove undeerstanding off the hydrogeologic fram
mework.
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